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Grafts are different in FUE and FUT. In FUT, the grafts have tissue surrounding the entire length of the follicles. In FUE, the portion of the grafts near the bulbs often is stripped of tissue, which leaves them more vulnerable to both desiccation and trauma during removal, processing, and, most of all, insertion. Skilled hands can place grafts properly with forceps without damaging the follicles by grasping the tissue below and adjacent to them rather than the follicles themselves. In FUE, however, there is a greater chance of trauma and consequent poor growth with forceps because the follicles themselves are touched. Implanters promise to be the answer for this problem.

Implanters are not new. Choi published an article in 1992 presenting a new implanter device, designed to simultaneously make recipient incisions and place grafts without touching the follicle bulbs. Since then, implanters have become very popular in Asia, but are used by only a minority of surgeons elsewhere. Perhaps this has been true because patients of other ethnicities have finer hair of higher density or very curly hair. Another possible explanation for the lack of acceptance is that in many practices graft placement into premade sites is delegated to assistants, and sharp needle implantation requires the surgeon to place thegrafts. Because in FUE the surgeon harvests all the grafts, placing all of them with sharp implanters using stick-and-place can be exhausting and can limit the amount that can be accomplished in a single procedure. Another problem with implanters is the cost. Each implanter’s needle costs US$15.00 and 6-8 of them (three to four for single-hair grafts and the same number for 2- and 3-hair grafts) are usually required for each surgery. In case needles get dull, they must be changed during the procedure. In addition, implanters must be replaced regularly as they don’t last long when autoclaved.

Using dull needle implanters solves these problems (Figure 1). Recently, Dr. T.K. Shiao developed implanters to place grafts into premade sites. We have developed a similar system using regular implanters with dull steel needles. We will compare the advantages